The international strategic alliance is an inevitable solution for making competitive advantage and reducing the risk in today's business environment. Partner selection is an important part in success of partnerships, and meanwhile it is a complicated decision because of various dimensions of the problem and inherent conflicts of stockholders. The purpose of this paper is to provide a practical approach to the problem of partner selection in international strategic alliances, which fulfills the gap between theories of inter-organizational relationships and quantitative models. Thus, a novel Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach is proposed for combining the benefits of two complementary theories of inter-organizational relationships named, (1) Resource-based view, and (2) Transaction-cost theory and considering Fit theory as the perquisite of alliance success. The Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach is a novel development of Interval-AHP technique employing robust formulation; aimed at handling the ambiguity of the problem and let the use of intervals as pairwise judgments. The proposed approach was compared with existing approaches, and the results show that it provides the best quality solutions in terms of minimum error degree. Moreover, the framework implemented in a case study and its applicability were discussed. 
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Introduction
High unpredictability of customer needs and market demands, increasing global competition and environmental uncertainties have made intense pressure on firms; and have convinced them that they cannot internally perform all of their value stream activities. Thus, the firms have encouraged to strategic partnership and alliancing and an increasing growth in partnerships and alliances occurred globally (Gomes et al., 2014; K. Möller et al., 2005) , so strategic alliances between firms have evolved as a ubiquitous phenomenon in today's business environment (Gulati, 1998; Wassmer, 2010) . Indeed, exponential growth in the number of inter-organizational relationships in present decades convinced the authors to not only discuss strategic alliances, but also to introduce concepts such as "portfolio of alliances" (Wassmer, 2010) , strategic nets and networks (Cimon, 2013; Gulati et al., 2000; Möller & Rajala, 2007; Möller et al., 2005; Möller & Svahn, 2003; Möller & Halinen, 1999) , "relational view" (Dyer & Singh, 1998) and "business networks" (Ritter et al., 2004) . However, strategic alliances and capability of alliance management can be seen as an important source of competitive advantages (Dyer & Singh, 1998; Ireland et al., 2002; Leischnig et al., 2014; Schreiner et al., 2009) . Despite the increase in the number of strategic alliances, however, studies have shown that there are high failure rates in strategic alliances and approximately 50% of alliances do not satisfy the initial expectations (Koza & Lewin, 2000) .
Strategic alliances defined as "voluntary arrangements between firms involving exchange, sharing, or co-development of products, technologies, or services" (Gulati, 1998) , or as "cooperative relationships driven by a logic of strategic resource needs and social resource opportunities" (Das & Teng, 2000) . Strategic alliances are formed with the aim to improve the effectiveness of performance and the competitive position by sharing and co-utilization of resources (Hitt et al., 2000) . Gomes et al. (2014) introduce the thematic area in the strategic alliance research in 22 fields of study: (1) Influential factors on S.A., (2) Choice and evaluation of strategic partner, (3) Choice between M&A and Alliance, (4) Alliance rationale, (5) Alliance management, (6) Managing communication (7) (22) Knowledge transfer, learning and experience. In this study, the focus was concentrated on the second item: "choice and evaluation of strategic partner." This item is one of the growing trends in the strategic alliance area as introduced by Gomes in their review (Gomes et al., 2014) . In addition to the growing trend in academic works, the choice of an appropriate strategic partner has an important role in the success of the alliance. It is more significant when we see that the facts show the high failure rate in the alliances (MacAvoy et al., 1998; Madhok & Tallman, 1998; Reuer, 1999; Young-Ybarra & Wiersema, 1999) and non-suitable choice is one the failure reason. Alliance choice is an important and effective decision and received a lot of attention from scholars. However, it is a complex decision because of different aspects of the problem, inherent conflicts between stockholder's preferences and incomplete knowledge of decision makers (DMs). Thus, in this paper the problem of "strategic alliance choice and evaluation" was considered and addressed from a theoretical point of view, into an analytical solution.
The proposed framework consists of a conceptual framework and an analytical approach. In the conceptual framework the assessment criteria and sub-criteria are discussed. The assessment criteria are defined based on theories of inter-organizational relationships, namely: (1) resource-based view (RBV), and (2) transaction-cost theory (TCT) as two complementary theories and (3) fit theory as a perquisite of alliance success. This combination leads to a more comprehensive approach, which can cover more aspects of the problem and has more conformity to the reality. The RBV and TCT are two dominant theories and are two complementary one. Many authors emphasize on the beneficious of a hybrid theory of them, but there is no integrative approach which use of a hybrid of them. In this paper a hybrid of them was used in the conceptual framework as two theories which justifying the value creation in alliances and fit theory is added as perquisite of any alliance success.
In the analytical approach, the evaluation of criteria is performed by a novel "Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP" (RFPA) approach. The AHP approach introduced by Saaty (1977) , was based on pairwise comparison of alternatives and is widely used in decision making problems. The interval AHP is one of the major developments, which let the decision makers to provide the interval pair wise judgements for handling DMs' ambiguity. The existing approaches for Interval AHP has some weaknesses in the inconsistent judgements. When the pairwise judgements are not consistent there are no solution rations, which satisfy all of interval constraints and inevitably, some of the solution ratios do not place in the intervals. In the proposed framework, because of the large amounts of pairwise judgements, there is a high probability of inconsistency. In addition, Robust Programming is a novel approach in handling uncertainties and imprecise data. Robust Programming is applied in many practical problems and in many MADM/MODM techniques, but there is no robust AHP approach yet. Thus, a Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach is proposed to reduce the out of interval degree. The proposed approach is compared with previous models, and the results show that it is the best in terms of interval's satisfaction.
In the rest of the paper, the literature of partner selection in international strategic alliance (ISA) is presented in the Section 2. Strategic precedence of partner selection in ISA is presented in Section 3; the conceptual framework and analytical approach (the proposed Robust Interval AHP approach) is illustrated in Section 4 and 5. The framework implemented and discussed in Section 6. The Section 7 is devoted to conclusion.
Partner selection in international strategic alliance
Partner selection is an important phase of any inter-organizational collaboration and attracted much attention in academic efforts. A huge part of literature is devoted to partner selection in joint ventures (JV), especially in international joint ventures (IJV). Williams and Lilley (1993) discuss the influencing factors in partner selection in JVs and placed them in different steps of the partner selection process. Luo (1997) provides a strategic viewpoint to partner selection problem in Chinese JVs and examine the role of strategic and organizational traits of local partners. Then, he discusses the partner selection criteria in Chinese JVs. Makino and Beamish (1999) discuss the adaptation of strategies with ownership structures in Japanese JVs. Roy and Oliver (2009) discuss the role of the legal environment in IJV's partner selection. In this stream, there are lots of scientific work which concentrates on the criteria and determinants of partner selection, for example, Islam et al. (2011), Glaister and Buckley (1997) and Roy (2012) , furthermore, Salavrakos and Stewart (2006) discuss the association between partner selection criteria and joint venture performance in IJVs. The second huge part of literature is dedicated to partner selection in franchises as an important type of strategic alliance. First of all, Altinay (2006) discusses the partner selection in international franchises. He suggests that both partner and task related criteria should be considered for an effective partner selection. Then, Doherty (2009) provides a case study and proposes a conceptual framework to address strategic and opportunistic aspects of the problem. Brookes and Altinay (2011) discuss the criteria of partner selection from the perspective of both franchisors and franchisees. Furthermore, Altinay et al. (2013) discuss the criteria and process of partner selection in tourism franchises.
In addition to these special parts, partner selection was also discussed in general forms of strategic alliance and more specifically in international strategic alliances. In this way, Todeva and Knoke (2005) provide a review of the academic efforts on the strategic alliance subject and propose insights for future research. Dong and Glaister (2006) evaluate the motives of partners in the formation of international strategic firms. They approach the problem from two perspectives of Chinese firms and foreign firms and rank the motives in each perspective. In this way, Dacin et al. (1997) discuss the criteria in the partner selection process and explore the differences and similarities of the criteria between Korean and US managers. Li and Ferreira (2008) examine multinational corporations (MNC) preference about forming ISA with their previous partners in emerging economies. They find that the US MNCs prefer to ally with their previous partners. They also find that in large institutional distance between partners, selection of prior partners is more probable. Shah and Swaminathan (2008) , in an outstanding work, argue that the criteria of partner selection depend on alliance project type. They provide a conceptual framework based on two variables of "process manageability" and "outcome interpretability" and discuss the fact that critical criteria depend on different levels on these two variable. Solesvik and Westhead (2010) tried to examine the partner selection criteria using a multi-case study methodology. They explore the maritime firms in Norway and emphasized on the role of cyclicality in the partner selection process, trust and common strategic goals between partners. Baum et al. (2010) try to provide a model for partner selection in innovation networks with the purpose of learning and innovation. They emphasize on the idea that firm's knowledge should be fit for co-learning and co-innovation. Also, there are various approaches of partner assessment and selection in virtual enterprises, outsourcing and other forms (Büyüközkan & Görener, 2015; Chang, 2009; Kavčič & Tavčar, 2008; Wiltshier & Edwards, 2014) . The analytical tools and mathematical methods are used in the problem of partner selection in strategic alliances. Hajidimitriou and Georgiou (2002) discuss the problem of partner selection in IJV and propose a goal programming model for this problem. They state that the majority of scientific efforts was concerned to criteria of partner selection and development of quantitative models were neglected. Ding and Liang (2005) propose a fuzzy-MCDM approach for partner section. They use fuzzy triangular numbers and the concept of ideal and anti-ideal solutions. Büyüközkan et al. (2008) propose a MCDM approach for partner selection. They use the Fuzzy-AHP for calculation of criteria weights and employ Fuzzy-TOPSIS for evaluating the final rank of each partner. Chen et al. (2008) employ the analytic network process (ANP) approach for weighting of partner selection criteria and try to handle the dynamic aspects of the problem via the ANP method. In a similar way, Wu et al. (2009) propose an ANP approach for partner selection problem and try to consider both tangible/intangible influencing factors of the problem. After that, Wu et al. (2009) develope an alliance partner selection process and propose a new dynamic analytical tool which employed in suggested process. In compliance with previous works (Chen et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2009) , the authors try to combine the ANP approach with fuzzy preference programming. The advantage of the proposed approach is that it can consider the uncertainty of the problem and disagreement between decision makers (Wu et al., 2009) . Recently, Sahebi et al. (2015) formulate a lexicographic goal programming approach to the problem of joint venture formation in oilfield projects. They tried to tackle with diverse goals in the problem.
Strategic precedence of partner selection in ISA
From the resource-based perspective, the firm's resources are the main origin of competitive advantage and foundation of a firm's strategy (Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt, 1984) . Also, strategic alliance is an important way to acquire essential resource from the intermediate market (neither market structure nor internal development, merger & acquisition etc.), and, the formation of a strategic alliance is long-term, strategic decision. Thus, partner selection and alliance formation should be considered as a part of the firm's strategic plan. Inspired from Grant's process of strategy formulation (Grant, 1991) , and by incorporating Porter's industry analysis (Porter, 1980) (which was neglected in Grant's process and resource-based perspective), the position of alliance formation/partner selection in the firm's strategy formulation process can be seen as illustrated in The procedure organized in three parts, in the first the aim is to determine the business strategy. In this part a combination of porter's competitive strategy (Porter, 1979 ) and grant's resource-based theory of competitive advantage is employed (Grant, 1991) . In the second part, the alliance purposes were determined in relation with business strategy. In the third, a value assessment framework tries to facilitate the selection, governance and management of the alliances.
In the first part, two dominant approaches of strategic planning were employed. The first, the porter's competitive forces emphasize the determination of strategy based on industry (external) analysis, and the second; resource-based view emphasizes on internal analysis of resources and capabilities as the base of competitive advantage. Porter's model (Porter, 2008) tries to analyze the industry and argue that the competitive advantage of a firm arises from industry attractiveness and firm's position. The procedure of this framework started with an analysis of the five competitive forces; namely (1) bargaining power of suppliers, (2) bargaining power of buyers, (3) the threat from new entrants, (4) the threat of substitutes, and (5) intensity of competitive rivalry. The combination of these forces determined the attractiveness of industry, which is the main source of competitive advantage. Grant's framework is based on resource-based view of firm (Grant, 1991) . In this part as depicted in Fig 1 , the firm's competitive advantage and strategy determined by integration of porter's and grant's approaches, which are representative of external and internal analysis. In the following, the value assessment framework tries to balance between firm's strategies and alliance purposes. After determination of the firm's strategy, the next step is to determine the alliance aims based on firm's strategy, in order to fill the gaps in firm's resources for better accomplishing of strategies. Finally, assessment of partners should be done by the determined aims of the alliance. This framework is an infrastructure for alliance formation/partner selection, which provide a holistic view for managers and clear the roadmap of the firm for the formation of an alliance.
The conceptual framework
In this part, the assessment criteria are introduced which then will be used in the proposed quantitative model. The assessment criteria are defined based on fundamental alliance theories. In other words, the theories of inter-organizational relationships were reviewed and the assessment criteria were selected based on them (as depicted in Fig 2) . In the following, the theories and assessment criteria are described briefly.
Fig. 2. The relation between theories, aims and assessment criteria

The rationale behind value creation through alliances (theories of inter-organizational relationships)
Underlying theories of inter-organizational relationships can be named as: (1) transaction cost, (2) resource dependency, (3) strategic choice, (4) stakeholder theory, (5) organizational theory, and (6) institutional theory (Barringer & Harrison, 2000) . However, there are two theories, which are dominant in the literature, namely, TCT and RBV. These two theories are complementary, and a hybrid of them can be advantageous as both. Although, hybrid of these two theories is proposed by many authors, but it is not applied in a practical model yet. Moreover, the fit theory was selected as perquisite of any success in alliances, whereas in unfit situations the failure of the alliance is quite likely.
The resource-based view:
The resource-based view is one of the most important theories in strategic alliance justification. Resource-based view is an inward-looking approach which emphasizes internal resources as the main origin of competitive advantage (Teece et al., 1997) . In this view, firms are a complex bundle of tangible and intangible resources, and firms' performance is a function of its resource possession, thus resources are the main origin of firm's competitive advantages (Das & Teng, 2000) . The resource-based view was introduced by Wernerfelt (1984) and developed by Barney (1991) which introduces VRIO/N framework. The noticeable works in RBV can be listed as (Grant, 1991; Helfat & Peteraf, 2003; Javidan, 1998; Peteraf, 1993; Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Tampoe, 1994; Wang et al., 2012) .
Based on our knowledge, the resource-based theory was, first, employed for justification of strategic alliances by Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven (1996) . They provide a new explanation of alliance formation in a longitudinal study and consider the social and strategic aspects of the problem. Then, Das and Teng (2000) try to provide a general RB theory of strategic alliance. Furthermore, there are some efforts on the partner selection based on resource-based view. Hitt et al. (2000) , discuss the critical success factors of partner selection based on RB in emerging and developed countries. Similarly, Hitt et al. (2004) discuss the Institutional Effects of Partner Selection in China and Russia as Transition Economies. In the following, Huang et al. (2005) and Emden et al. (2006) discuss the issue in resource allocation and new-product development fields. In more recent works, two review papers are noticeable, EspinoRodríguez and Padrón-Robaina (2006) review the outsourcing problem from the resource-based view and Jiang (2011) review the theoretical aspects of strategic alliances consists of RB and TC theories.
Transaction cost theory:
The transaction-cost theory has been widely used throughout the literature for justification of inter-organizational issues as one of the oldest theories (Dyer, 1997; Madhok & Tallman, 1998; Williamson, 1991) . The TC theory declares that the firms' boundaries specified in order to minimize the sum of production and transaction costs (traditional "make or buy question?"), and the inter-organizational relationship is a way to decline the market uncertainties and reduce of total costs (Barringer & Harrison, 2000) . The transaction cost refers to cost of activities like writing, enforcing and monitoring contracts and production cost refers to the cost of producing, organizing and managing. The TCT argues that the internalization is preferred choice in situations of low production costs and high transaction costs. The transaction cost is high when there is a high rate of opportunistic behavior and high asset specificity. The externalization is preferred choice when there are high production costs are and low transaction costs. Accordingly, the allying is feasible when the firm face with medium transaction and production costs, and transaction costs are not high enough to justify internalization (Tushar & Teng, 2000) . Furthermore, TCT theory was used in phase of partner/alliance selection, for example, Li and Ferreira (2008) discuss partner selection in international strategic alliances and explore the alliances of US corporations in emerging countries. They employ TCT theory for justification purposes. Cetkovic et al. (2016) discuss the use of TC theory in determining of alliance organizational structure and design. Ang (2007) discuss the role of partner alignment in the choice of equity or nonequity alliance structure and find that results are in conformity with TC rationale.
Conclusively, there is a handful of papers, which employ both theories. Tsang (2000) explains the role of the resource-based view and transaction-cost theory in the formation of joint ventures and compares them. They analyzed the problem and develop six theoretical propositions. Furthermore, Chen and Chen (2003) discuss the relevance of the resource-based view and transaction cost theory in alliance structure. They find the transaction-cost more suitable for choice between contractual alliances and joint ventures, and resources-based, more appropriate for choosing between a different kind of contractual alliances. Moreover, Yasuda (2005) compares the two theories of resource-based view and transaction-cost, of their power in justification of strategic alliance formed in high-tech environment. They employ empirical analysis in semi-conductor industry and find the resource-based view as a dominant theory. Finally, Holcomb and Hitt (2007) discuss the outsourcing problem from the resourcebased and transaction cost point of view. Although the scholars emphasized on the complementarity of TCT and RBV theories, but there is a lack of an integrative approach in the "strategic alliance partner choice and evaluation" problem. The previous works tried to compare two theories (Tsang, 2000; Yasuda, 2005) or tried to extend them in a specific area (Holcomb & Hitt, 2007) . Explaining the complementary of them, the TCT concentrates on minimizing of cost based issue's whiles RBV focus on maximizing the value of each firm in the alliance. TCT tries to economize transaction and production costs and presents proper governance structure, while RBV tries to maximize profits in the long-term by exploiting and developing resources. Moreover, TCT proposes to ally when transaction costs are not so high and take an intermediate place, whilst RBV proposes to ally when critical resources -owned by other firms -are inseparable from other resources of the owner. In addition, TCT can consider opportunistic behavior of firms, which occurs in specific circumstances, and proposes useful statements that could not be found in RBV. Furthermore, TCT assumes that all firms can produce or offer services equally effective and this weakness could be compensated by incorporating RBV, because in RBV each firm's performance determined by its complex bundle of resources and RBV explicitly differentiae firms in their performance (Das & Teng, 2000; Holcomb & Hitt, 2007; Salamat et al., 2016; Tsang, 2000; Williamson, 1999) . Generally speaking, each of the theories has some weaknesses, which can be compensated in new integrative approach. Thus, in this paper, the focus is on the new integrated approach based on RBV, TCT and Fit theories as the theoretical foundation of the model.
Fig. 3. Theoretical foundation of the model Fit theory:
The fit theory is an important theory of inter-organizational relationship, which emphasizes on different aspects of similarity between the two partners as the main reason of alliance success. The "fit" concept is very important in strategic alliance literature because it is an outstanding necessary condition and a critical success factor of any successful strategic alliance. Indeed, the fit is the precedence of alliance success (Douma et al., 2000) . The concept of fit was discussed by many authors in alliances and strategic management literature. The authors discussed the concept of fit and alignment from a strategic viewpoint (Chorn, 1991) . There are important topics in intersection of fit concept and alliance management in the literature, for example, the role of fit on the alliance partner selection (Bierly & Gallagher, 2007; Cummings & Holmberg, 2012) , the role of strategic fit in the governance of an alliance, including contractual and procedural governance (Nielsen, 2010) , and the impact of configurational fit on the success of international SME alliances (Swoboda et al., 2011) , and the concept of fit in the value added network (Nee et al., 2013) . In sum, the theoretical foundation of the model and is illustrated in Fig 3. 
The assessment criteria
The assessment criteria were used based on the three above mentioned theories of RBV, TCT and Fit theory. In the RBV theory, the two criteria of uniqueness and collectiveness were selected for assessment. These criteria were extracted from the work by Hafeez et al. (2007) . They argue that the resources with two important criteria of uniqueness and collectiveness can provide sustainable competitive advantages. Uniqueness shows the distinctiveness and solitary of the firm's resources and collectiveness shows that the they are expanded in the firm, and their foot-mark can be found in products/services. Uniqueness measured by three sub-criteria, (1) rareness, (2) inimitability, and (3) non-substitutability. Similarly, Collectiveness evaluate capabilities' extent of the organization in three ways, (1) across-product, (2) across-function, and (3) across-business.
In the TCT theory, the two criteria of production cost and transaction cost are selected. Transactioncosts indicate by three sub-criteria of contracting, controlling and transforming cost. In this way, the sub-criteria of production cost include direct and indirect production cost. In the fit theory, the criteria were selected based upon the framework proposed by Douma et al. (2000) . They classified the fit concept -based on an in-depth case study-to strategic fit and organizational fit; where a strategic fit measured by six drivers, namely, (1) shared strategic vision for the development of alliances, (2) compatible corporate and alliance strategies, (3) strategic importance of alliance to partners, (4) mutual dependence of partners, (5) added value of alliance for clients and partners, (6) market acceptance of alliance. Accordingly, organizational fit measured by six drivers, (1) consideration of similarities and differences in alliance design, (2) strategic & organizational flexibility in alliance design, (3) low complexity of alliance design, (4) alliance design for effective management control of partners, (5) alliance design for overcoming strategic conflicts,(6) alliance design in order to enable the partners to achieve the strategic objectives. The theories, criteria and sub-criteria are illustrated in Fig 4. 
The analytical approach
The analytical approach is based on AHP technique (Saaty, 1977) and the criteria introduced in the previous section. A novel Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach is designed as the analytical approach. As the employed criteria and sub-criteria are subjective and theory-based, so the experts face with an inherent ambiguity when they want to make the pairwise judgements. Thus, determination of an accurate point as pairwise judgements is not easy and experts prefer to provide intervals and impose the inherent ambiguity to the solution method. Although, the Robust Programming is a new way of handling uncertainty and applied to many decision making problems, including MODM and MADM techniques, but it is not applied to AHP technique and there is no solution for Robust AHP yet. Accordingly, in this section the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach is proposed. In the first part, the proposed approach is introduced and in the second part the numerical results discussed. The results show the advantageous of the proposed approach and illustrate that it is the best approach based on error indicators.
The Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach
Robust programming provides risk-averse solutions and tries to handle the problem uncertainty. The first effort in robust programming was done by Soyster (1973) which provide a worst-case robust programming method. Also, Inuiguchi and Sakawa establish the first efforts in robust fuzzy mathematical programming (Inuiguchi & Sakawa, 1995 . Then, Mulvey et al. (1995) presented scenario-based programming models. In the following, an outstanding step up was developed by BenTal and Nemirovski (1998; 2000) and El Ghaoui et al. (1998) where they employed different convex uncertainty sets in uncertain linear problems. In more recent years, a less conservative approach was presented by Bertsimas and Sim (2004) in the category of worst case formulations. There are other less important approaches which omitted here for the sake of brevity. In addition, the robust approaches were applied extensively in practical applications, for example, (Adida & Perakis, 2006; Beyer & Sendhoff, 2007; Ghaoui et al., 2003; Maries & Scarlat, 2012; Östermark, 2005 Pan & Nagi, 2010; Pishvaee et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011) . Generally speaking, the robust programming approaches classified into three main categories, 1) hard worst case approach, 2) soft worst case approach, and 3) realistic approach (Pishvaee et al., 2012) . These three approaches are different in their safety against uncertain parameters, where the hard worst case provides maximum immunity in the face of uncertainty. In other words, the obtained solution is feasible in all values of uncertain parameter or in the worst-case scenario. The soft worst case approach is more flexible and don't rely on the satisfaction of all constraints in their worst-case value, and some degree of violation is possible. Finally, the realistic approach tries to tradeoff between robustness and cost of robustness in a cost-benefit logic. In this approach, violation of constraint by their worst-case value is allowed, and model seeks for a good relative robust solution which is near to optimal and also feasible in majority of values of uncertain parameters.
The robustness of a solution is defined by two important characteristics, namely, optimality robustness and feasibility robustness. A solution which has feasibility robustness should maintain its feasibility for (almost) all possible values of uncertain parameters. Also, optimality robustness occurred when the value of objective function has a minimum deviation from the optimal value for (almost) all possible values of uncertain parameters. According to this concept, there are no scientific efforts on robust modeling of the AHP technique. Although, Lipovetsky and Conklin (2002) proposed a formulation for robust estimation of weights in AHP, but his method tries to identify false data and no solution was proposed for calculation of weights. The robust concept makes sense in the interval AHP, when the decision makers are not confident of his preferences and provide intervals for comparison matrix.
In order to robustly formulate the interval AHP, it is essential to understand the common model of the interval AHP. One of the first efforts was done by Arbel (1989) . He proposes a Preference Programming (PP) model, but his model was not valid for inconsistent matrices. Thus, Islam et al. (1997) provide a Goal Programming (GP) model, which was usable in inconsistent preferences. One of the most famous and efficient models is proposed by Mikhailov (2004) . He proposes a Fuzzy Programming Method (FPM) which solves both consistent and inconsistent pairwise matrices in an easy and efficient formulation. The FPM model was presented in two linear and non-linear forms. After that, Chen and Xu (2015) extend the FPM model and tried to improve it. They argue that FPM model provides different weights from two equivalent upper or lower triangular pairwise matrices and tried to solve this drawback. Furthermore, Chandran et al. (2005) proposed a linear programming model which can be used as a substitute of common AHP solution -like eigenvector-and can be used in an interval AHP by some changes. The optimization problems (1) - (5) 
. 
In order to develop Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach, the realistic approach was selected. As in an inconsistent pairwise comparison matrix it is not possible to satisfy all constraint, the employment of hard worst case approaches is impossible. A realistic approach is capable of adjusting the degree of robustness, by model's parameters and also can manage violence of constraints in the inconsistent pairwise comparison matrix. In realistic approach, it is completely possible that some constraints violated, especially in inconsistent pairwise matrices. In addition, the FPM model was selected as the base model (Mikhailov, 2004) . It is because the FPM has the best functionality and effectiveness while it is very easy to apply, and recent models cannot provide a significant step forward.
Robust Possibilistic Programming (RPP) model (Pishvaee et al., 2012) was selected as robust approach and the proposed model named as "Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP" approach. The RPP is one of the most-recent robust realistic approaches, which can easily adapt the problem structure. The RPP strongly can meet the problem requirement, and it is completely flexible and it can be used instead of a range of methods from the worst case to realistic ones. This flexibility enables it to provide the best solutions in both consistent and inconsistent matrices simultaneously. The RPP model formulation is illustrated in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7).
The first term in Eq. (7) (objective function) is the expected value of basic objective function (Z). The second term, δ tries to minimize the maximum deviation of the basic objective function (Z). This term manages the optimality robustness of the solution. The third term, 1 control the feasibility robustness and penalize the objective function by the unit of violation in each constraint. The parameter show the confidence level of each constraint and show the degree of constraint satisfaction. The parameters δ and can be used to trade-off between cost of robustness and the degree of robustness.
Basic model:
Robust model: ̃ subject to ∈ 0.1 . 0 (6) δ 1 subject to 1 ∈ 0.1 . 0
The interval AHP imposes two important constraints as: . This constraint shows the main logic in the interval AHP. In other words, the DM will be satisfied with the solutions' ratio inside the interval and dissatisfied, otherwise. In the FPM method, this logic was changed in a fuzzy way so that the DM was most satisfied in the middle of the interval, and his dissatisfaction will increase when the solution ratio gets far from the interval. So the degree of satisfaction in membership function can be greater than one in the middle of the interval and can be negative outside of the interval. The membership function of FPM method is shown in Eq. (8), where is the middle of [ . ] interval and dij is the tolerance parameter for the considered interval; or 1; (Mikhailov, 2004) . .
.
1 .
The FPM formulation extract from the miximin prioritization of the above membership function as illustrate in Eq. (9) * max ∈ min (9)
Following fuzzy mathematical programming, the above formula can be rewrite as Eq. (10) 
and show the percentage of first and second order constraint violations, where is binary variables, equal to one when the solution ration ⁄ violate the interval . , also is binary and is one in the violation of second order constraints. and are the sum of out of intervals distances. In other words, and determine the distance from one side of the first order or second order intervals, where,
show the total satisfaction score (for each interval), the membership function used for calculation of is shown in Fig 5 , the satisfaction degree is equal to one between the intervals, between zero to one in second order intervals and it is negative, out of second order intervals. As long as it gets far from a second order distance, the negative number gets bigger, so it penalizes for distance from intervals. In the following, the comparison of the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach with other models discussed in different examples categorized in consistent, weakly inconsistent and strongly inconsistent matrices.
Fig 5. The membership function used in µ calculation
The numerical results
Numerical examples-consistent judgements
In this section, the aim is to discuss the properties of the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach by different types of examples. The first example (extracted from Mikhailov (2004)) is a consistent twodimensional problem, where 1.2 . The results of different methods were depicted in Table 1 . Obviously, the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach provides the best solution as same as some other methods. The solution which satisfies the interval and place exactly in the middle of the interval. Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach and FPM provide the best solution in comparison with others. The second example adapted from Chen and Xu (2015) is a consistent three-dimensional problem as shown below. The results are shown in Table 2 . 1 2.4 3.5 1 1.2 1 Table 2 Three-dimensional consistent judgments The third example is four-dimensional consistent matrix. The detailed was shown in Table 3 . Table 3 Four-dimensional consistent judgments Three examples of consistent judgements show the applicability of the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach and the quality of results. In the consistent judgements the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach provides the solutions with zero out of interval degree according to D1 to D4. Moreover, Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach tries to find solution ratios in the middle of intervals and the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP's solutions are the best in this term. Noticeably, the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach and FPM solve the problem similarly in consistent judgement, it is because of Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP formulation, but Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP's solutions are more qualitative than FPM in inconsistent judgements in terms of D1 to D4 as it will be discussed in the following.
Numerical examples-inconsistent judgements
In this sub-section, five inconsistent examples are discussed. Three of them are weakly, and two of them are strongly inconsistent matrices. Inconsistent judgements which have no solution ratios in the first-order intervals divide to weakly and strongly inconsistent, where weakly inconsistent matrices have at least one solution ratio in the second-order intervals. As Arbel's PP method is not applicable on inconsistent matrices, it is omitted here. This example is a three-dimensional weakly inconsistent judgement extracted from Mikhailov (2004) . As shown in Table 4 , the provided solution by Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach is the best solution in terms of and which shows the feasibility robustness. Also, is very close to optimal value, which shows that optimality robustness. 1 1.2 8.10 1 2.3 1 Table 4 Three-dimensional weak inconsistent judgments The next example is a 3×3 weakly inconsistent matrix extracted from Mikhailov (2004) . Similar to the previous example, the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach provides the best solution according to and and very close to optimal value of as shown in Table 5 . 1 1 2 0.5 1.5 1 2 3 1 Table 5 Three-dimensional inconsistent judgments The sixth example is 4×4 strongly inconsistent pairwise judgement extracted from (Chen & Xu, 2015) . The results show the quality of the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach in , and as shown in Table 6 . Noticeably, FPM-nonlinear (dij=u-l) which has best D2 (D2=0), produce a high degree of D1 and it forms completely out of intervals solution ratios (D1=100), which is not acceptable. The seventh example is 5×5 weakly inconsistent judgements. The final results as illustrated in Table 7 , show that the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP's solutions are the best solution in terms of and and also it provides optimal value of . 1 0.4 0.67 0.27 0.5 0.4 0.67 0.67 1.5 1 1.5 2.5 0.67 1.5 1.5 2.5 1 2.5 3.5 3.5 4.5 1 2.5 3.5 1
Table 7
Five-dimensional inconsistent judgments The final example is 7×7 strongly inconsistent judgements. The results as depicted in Table 8 show that the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach provides the best solutions in terms of and and also, it provides the best value of . d(i, d(i, j) These examples show that the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach has the best results on error indicators (D1 to D4). Although GP method provides results with a low error degree but it has an important weakness; as it just minimizes the errors it cannot perform well in consistent problem. As it is obvious in the consistent examples, the results of GP method placed in one end of intervals and not in the middle of the interval. Moreover, in the consistent problems the GP provides more than one solution, each in the one corner of feasible space, all with low degree of DM satisfaction. Though, the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach minimize the error degree simultaneously with considering the satisfaction degree. This logic enables it to provide the best results in both consistent and inconsistent judgements. Furthermore, it can consider different approaches of DMs by setting the parameters in the formulation, so it can set 1) to minimize the error of first order interval (D1 and D3), 2) to minimize the error of second order intervals (D2 and D4), 3) to maximize the satisfaction of DMs (µp). The results show the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach provides the best value of error indicators and concurrently, optimal or very close to the optimal value of µ. It shows the logic of robust formulation which provide feasibility robustness (depicted error indicators) and optimality robustness (depicted in µ) by providing near to the optimal value of µ.
Implementation and discussion
The proposed framework was implemented in FANAP Co, as a leading ICT company in Iran, which ranked as top private firms in ICT industry according to IMI-100 annual reports. Also, graded as the fastest growing company for some years. The core business of the FANAP has concentrated on payment solutions and services. Thus, in this study, the focus is on FANAP's establishment of a strategic alliance with an international hardware provider of payment solutions. Four alternatives were selected from the initial investigations. Three of them were selected from the Asia and one from the Europe. The alternatives were assessed by the proposed framework as explained in this section. The results reported to FANAP's managers to present it in the related committee as a decision support. The proposed partner selection framework can also be used for assessment of the alliance value during the alliance in order to keep the alliance in its initial purpose. In order to implement the proposed approach, the steps introduced in the Fig 1 were followed in FANAP attentively. First of all, internal analysis (Grant's approach), industry analysis (porter's approach) and environmental analysis (PESTLE model) were done and FANAP's competitive advantageous were determined. Then, FANAP's corporate and business strategies were planned. The next step is to define the alliance aims. Generally speaking, the firms enter to partnerships in order to: (1) to obtaining resources, (2) to retaining resources (Das & Teng, 2000) , or in order to: (1) reduce the cost of current resource usage and (2) to enhance value of current resources by acquisition of new resources (Wernerfelt, 2011) . Combining these two classifications and adding the fit theory related aim, the alliance aims of FANAP defined, as it depicted in Table 9 . Two alliance aims are derived from RBV, two from TCT and one aim from fit theory. Also, two of them are related to current resources and two other to targeted resources (which should be obtained through alliance). Five AHP hierarchies were designed for each of alliance aims categories. Two items of AHP hierarchies are shown in Fig 6. Then, the experts were asked for pairwise interval judgements.
Fig. 6. AHP hierarchies of the proposed framework
For the sake of clarity, the first AHP hierarchy was explained more here. It is about the alliance's aim "to obtain key, valuable resources" which assess the targeted resources with RBV theory. In the first level of hierarchy, the experts were asked to compare targeted resources according to the objective "to obtain key valuable resources." In other words, what is the relative value of resources for acquisition?
In the second level of hierarchy, the relative importance of uniqueness and collectiveness was asked for each targeted resource. At the third level of hierarchy, the question to be asked is: "what is the relative importance of alternative A to B based on uniqueness for acquiring hardware production capability?" In other words, "which alternative possesses more unique hardware production capability?" Accordingly, the pairwise judgements attained from the experts. Totally, 47 tables of pairwise judgments were achieved. The priority vectors were calculated by Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP method. Table 10 shows the dimensions of total pairwise judgements, where 2×2 matrices are inherently consistent judgements. As shown in Table 11 , there are 11 weakly inconsistent and 20 strongly inconsistent judgments. In order to show the quality of Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP solutions, the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach was compared with two most effective approaches. The results were depicted in Table 12 . In this table, P(X)% is the parentage of total inconsistent matrices in which the intended method provides the best value. Accordingly, the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach is the best in terms D2, D4 and µ. Also, it is the best concurrently with the GP method in terms of D1 and D3. It is because GP directly concentrate on first order intervals and minimize its error while Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach minimize the first order, second order and maximize the DM's degree of satisfaction (µ) in a robust formulation and it can manage the DM's tradeoff between these parts of the formulation. Employing the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP method in AHP hierarchies (Table 3 ) leads to alternative weights as shown in Table 13 . It shows that alternative 1 is the first rank in RBV, while the alternative 4 is the first rank in TCT and Fit. As described before, the fit was modeled as perquisite theory, thus, a threshold was set and alternatives with lower scores were omitted. Here, the threshold was set to 0.15 based on DM's opinion and alternative 3 was omitted. The final weights were measured by a combination of MIN operator and SAW method, as follows:
• min • min . The and were set at 0.6 and 0.4 and final weights were calculated as shown in Table 14 . The case study managers were asked for advantageous of the proposed framework for partner selection in practice. Some frequent points are as follows; they state that the framework provides a structured way of thinking in such a complicated problem. Moreover, the use of theories as the base of model is helpful and provide an integrated line form theories to criteria and sub-criteria. Furthermore, the use of Interval pairwise judgements instead of a single points and handling this type of uncertainty in the solution method is another significant advantageous of the framework.
Conclusion
In this paper, the problem of "choice and evaluation of strategic partner" was discussed. To address the problem, a conceptual framework and an analytical solution were introduced. In the conceptual framework, the theories of inter-organizational relationship were reviewed and three dominant theories were selected, namely, (1) Resource-based view, (2) Transaction cost theory, and (3) fit theory. The RBV and TCT were selected as justifiers of value creation logic in alliances. They are two complementary theories which cover contradictory aspects of the problem. Although, the complementary of two theories and advantages of a hybrid theory were discussed by many authors, but there is not any hybrid of them yet. Moreover, the fit theory was considered as the precedence of alliance success. The three theories make the theoretical foundation of the framework and criteria and sub-criteria were determined for each theory in order to assess the alternative partners.
In the analytical approach, a novel Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach is introduced, and robust programming was used for the first time in the Interval-AHP approach in order to handle the inherent uncertainty. In this way, the PRP formulation is applied to Interval AHP and the results compared with existing methods. The result of comparisons has shown that the proposed approach could solve both consistent and inconsistent matrices by a linear and time effective formulation. Moreover, it provides Pareto optimal solutions in comparison with existing approaches; specially it is the best in terms of error degree (D1 to D4) and satisfaction degree (µ). Furthermore, the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach is capable to provide all possible pareto optimal solutions with different parameter tuning and it is because of its flexible formulation. Finally, the framework implemented in a case study the results show the applicability and effectiveness of the framework. The implementation shows that the framework can help the DMs to handle the different trade-off in the problem like, (1) long-term and short term issues, (2) cost based objectives and value based objectives, (3) effectiveness and efficiency, etc. Also, the DMs confirm the benefits of framework to structure the problem in a systemic way, also to consider a logical, comprehensive and effective set of criteria. Moreover, they affirm the Robust Fuzzy Possibilistic AHP approach as a simplifier which make the comparison judgement easier and more reasonable by making it possible of interval judgements.
